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3. Technical Background: AOP and AspectJ 

To make this paper self-contained, this section highlights the basics of aspect-oriented 

programming (AOP) and reviews the relevant features of AspectJ. Readers familiar with 

AspectJ can proceed to the next section. 

Aspect-oriented programming aims at modularizing crosscutting concerns such as 

profiling and security that are generally spread throughout the components of a software 

system and tangled with core functionalities. In AOP, a program consists of many functional 

modules (base program) and some aspects that encapsulate the crosscutting concerns. An 

aspect module provides two kinds of specifications to realize crosscutting concerns of the 

base program. The first kind defines pointcuts, which select a set of well-defined points in the 

execution of a program, called join points, designating where to crosscut other modules. The 

second one defines advice, which is a piece of code associated with a pointcut that will be 

executed when any join point in the pointcut is reached. The complete program behavior is 

derived by some novel ways of composing functional modules and aspects according to the 

specifications given in the aspects. This is called weaving in AOP. Weaving results in the 

behavior of those functional modules impacted by aspects being modified accordingly.  

AspectJ is a seamless aspect-oriented extension to the Java programming language. It 

provides a powerful join point model and an expressive pointcut language to select join points 

for advising. Typical join points in AspectJ are call and execution of methods and constructors, 

and field get and set statements. Advice in AspectJ is an anonymous method bound to a 
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pointcut and tagged with one of the three keywords: before, after, or around. The before 

advice and the after advice are executed before and after the join points selected by their 

pointcuts, respectively. Around advice is more subtle; it executes in place of the indicated join 

points, thus allowing a method to be replaced.  

When executed, advice can get access to a lot of contextual information about the join 

points selected by its pointcut. First, advice can use the pointcut expressions, args(), to obtain 

the argument values passed to the underlying join point. Second, an after advice can use the 

expression, returning(), to grab the return value from the underlying join point. Finally, advice 

can acquire further information about a join point, such as its complete signature and its 

source line number, through the built-in object, thisJoinPoint. AspectJ provides a set of API 

for advice to retrieve contextual information of a join point encapsulated in this object.  

Figure 2 outlines the profiling aspect in AspectJ we developed to instrument a target Java 

program for locating memory leaks. There are three pairs of pointcut and advice definitions. 

All three pointcuts are compound ones built out of other pointcuts with the ―and‖ (&&) 

operator. The special pointcut designator, within( org.p..* ), restricts the set of join 

points to include to the given packages. The first pair records all objects constructed within a 

particular package; its advice obtains the object constructed through the 

returning(Object obj) phrase. The second pair keeps track of all object references 

created by the field set statements within a particular package; its advice grabs the object to 

set and bind it to an advice parameter named obj via the pointcut designator args(obj). 

The third pair traces all method calls made within a particular package, except those to 

methods defined inside a specific package via the pointcut !(call(* 
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package..*.*(..))). All advices utilize the thisJoinPoint object to retrieve 

detailed information about the underlying join point.      

 

public aspect Instrument { 

 pointcut constructorCall() :  

      call( *..*.new(..) ) && ( within( org.p..* ) ); 

 after() returning( Object obj ) : constructorCall() { 

  this.findLeaks.constructorCall( thisJoinPoint, obj ); 

 } 

 

 pointcut fieldSet() :  

     set( * *..*.* ) && ( within( org.p..* ) ); 

 before ( Object obj ) : fieldSet() && args( obj ) { 

  this.findLeaks.afterFieldSet( thisJoinPoint, obj ); 

 } 

 

 pointcut methodCall() : call ( * *..*.*(..) )  

     && !( call( * package..*.*(..) ) )  

     && ( within( org.p..* ) ); 

 before (): methodCall() { 

  this.findLeaks.methodExecution( thisJoinPoint ); 

 } 

 ... 

} 

Fig. 2: Outline of the profiling aspect of FindLeaks. 


